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Silicon Drift Detectors (SDDs) higher resolution (190 eV FWHM at 8.0 →keV), 
faster (triggerable) detectors. 4 arrays of 2 x 4 SDDs 8mm x 8mm each, liquid 
argon closed circuit cooling  170 °C

The VIP-2 Experiment
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1400 m rock  
coverage
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1400 m rock  
coverage

Ideal place fo
r precis

ion  

   X-ray spectr
oscopy

Searching for Pauli Exclusion Principle V
iolations

Quantum Gravity

… and more: s
ee n

ext talks!
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Calibrated spectrum of 
4 SDD arrays.  

Not easy to calibrate because: 

- Copper line at orders of  
magnitude smaller than Ti  
and Mn 

- Tiny distortions of FEE

Calibration can be done in big or small batches

Big batches 

Can determine better the 
Copper position but 
cannot capture fluctuations  

Small batches 

Can capture fluctuations but 
cannot determine the Copper  
position well  
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Statistical fluctuations  
at low counts can make  
the use of peak finder  
algorithm tricky to setup 
needs constant care  
calibrated to be resilient 
algo params need to be  
tuned
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Use two step approach - 1st: convolutional neural network as peak finder
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Use two step approach - 1st: convolutional neural network as peak finder

9
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Use two step approach - 1st: convolutional neural network as peak finder

… …

Peak pos 1

Peak pos 5

Big features
Small features
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Use two step approach - 1st: convolutional neural network as peak finder

The “Inception” architecture

GoogLeNet network
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Use two step approach - 1st: convolutional neural network as peak finder

Training:  

- 1M simulated toys  

- Can be done for every 
application 

- Fast O(10s mins) 

- Network learns “true positions”
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Use two step approach - 1st: convolutional neural network as peak finder
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Use two step approach - 1st: convolutional neural network as peak finder
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Calibrated spectrum of 
4 SDD arrays.  

Not easy to calibrate because: 

- Copper line at orders of  
magnitude smaller than Ti  
and Mn 

- Tiny distortions of FEE

Calibration can be done in big or small batches

Big batches 

Can determine better the 
Copper position but 
cannot capture fluctuations  

Small batches 

Can capture fluctuations but 
cannot determine the Copper  
position well  
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Use two step approach - 2nd: to the limit with differentiable programming

Machine Learning

Differentiable Programming
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Use two step approach - 2nd: to the limit with differentiable programming

Starting  
Conditions, 

with e.g. many parameters

Complex manipulation. 
Differential equations 

Simulations

Results 
Figure of merit-based Cost function
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Use two step approach - 2nd: to the limit with differentiable programming

Starting  
Conditions, 

with e.g. many parameters

Complex manipulation. 
Differential equations 

Simulations

Results 
Figure of merit-based Cost function

Gradient 

Back propagation
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Use two step approach - 2nd: to the limit with differentiable programming

Starting  
Conditions, 

with e.g. many parameters

Complex manipulation. 
Differential equations 

Simulations

Results 
Figure of merit-based Cost function

Gradient 

Back propagation
Numerical diff
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Use two step approach - 2nd: to the limit with differentiable programming

Starting  
Conditions, 

with e.g. many parameters

Complex manipulation. 
Differential equations 

Simulations

Results 
Figure of merit-based Cost function

Gradient 

Back propagation

https://sidsite.com/posts/autodiff/

Numerical diff
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Use two step approach - 2nd: to the limit with differentiable programming
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Use two step approach - 2nd: to the limit with differentiable programming

https://inspirehep.net/files/8f6784eac6a7f06c184cfc50757de656

Optimization of detector design and operation
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Use two step approach - 2nd: to the limit with differentiable programming

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2807001/plots

Sketch of the INFERNO algorithm. Batches from a simulator are passed 
through a neural network and a differentiable summary statistic is constructed 
that allows to calculate the variance of the POI. The parameters of the network 
are then updated by stochastic gradient descent.
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Idea:  use automatic differentiation to compute  
gradients of functions 

Use gradients to find global optima

Data

Fit peak  
positions

Derive 
calibration 
constants 

Get  
calibrated  

data
FWHM = ~185 eV

Our Calibration Flow

Use two step approach - 2nd: to the limit with differentiable programming
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Idea:  use automatic differentiation to compute  
gradients of functions 

Use gradients to find global optima

Idea:  use automatic differentiation to compute  
gradients of functions 

Use gradients to find global optima

Data

Fit peak  
positions

Derive 
calibration 
constants 

Get  
calibrated  

data
FWHM = ~185 eV

Following the gradient, change the constants to enhance FWHM

Use two step approach - 2nd: to the limit with differentiable programming
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Loss function for the gradient: log likelihood 

E = 𝒞(ADC |P)

P =

p0,1 p1,1 p2,1

⋮ ⋮ ⋮
p0,i p1,i p2,i

⋮ ⋮ ⋮
p0,N p1,N p2,N

ℒ(E)

Take new  
calibration 
constants 

Derive calibrated  
dataset

Compute likelihood

Update P to minimize  
the likelihood

Use two step approach - 2nd: to the limit with differentiable programming
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Gradient descended  
into plateau

Most of the calibration 
parameters do not change 
much

Use two step approach - 2nd: to the limit with differentiable programming
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Results https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.17153
Submitted to Meas. Sci. Tech.
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Conclusions

•VIP-2 experiment at LNGS uses X-ray spectroscopy 
as tool for precision tests QM and Standard Model 

•Showed a ML and DP way to increase the  
detector resolution 

•Below 180 eV FWHM at Cu for the first time in VIP-2 

•The method can correct for miscalibration 

•Closer compatibility with the model 

•Higher discovery significance of forbidden transitions 
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Thank you for your attention!  
Questions?
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Messiah-Greenberg super-selection rule:

Superposition of states with different symmetry are not allowed → 

Transition probability between two symmetry states is ZERO 

VIP-2 Experiment: best limits on PEP violation of an elementary  
particle respecting the Messiah-Greenberg super-selection rule
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From VIP to VIP-2
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Symmetry 2022, 14(5), 893;
 https://doi.org/10.3390/sym14050893 

Description spectrum with current 

Description spectrum without current 

Likelihood

Bayesian Frequentist

Six months of data taking

https://doi.org/10.3390/sym14050893
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VIP-2 experiment goal  

(Upper limit not using Close Encounters (CE) treatment) 

As reference for past experiments
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New paradigm for VIP-2

A. Addazi, A. Marcianò International Journal of Modern Physics A Vol. 35, No. 32, 2042003 (2020)

https://www.worldscientific.com/worldscinet/ijmpa
https://www.worldscientific.com/toc/ijmpa/35/32
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How to model PEP violations

- Ignatiev & Kuzmin model: Fermi oscillator with a third state 
(Ignatiev, A.Y., Kuzmin, V. , Quarks ’86: Proceedings of the 229 Seminar, Tbilisi, USSR, 1517 April 1986) 

  β quantifies the degree of violation in the transition 

-  Greenberg & Mohapatra: Local Quantum Field Theory, q parameter deforms 
    anticommutators [Phys. Rev. Lett. 1987,59,2507]: 

-  Rahal & Campa: global wave function of the electrons not exactly antisymmetric, 

   PEP holds as long as the number of wrongly entangled pairs is small

aka+l - qa+l ak = δk,l 
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PEP Violation Signal
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Silicon Drift Detectors (SDDs) higher resolution (190 eV FWHM at 8.0 →keV), 
faster (triggerable) detectors. 4 arrays of 2 x 4 SDDs 8mm x 8mm each, liquid 
argon closed circuit cooling  170 °C

The VIP-2 Experiment
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2 strip shaped Cu targets ( 25 um x 7 cm x 2 cm ) more compact  
target → higher acceptance, thinner → higher efficiency 
DC current supply to Cu bars

Cu strips cooled by a closed Fryka chiller circuit →higher current  

(100 A) @ 20 °C of Cu target implies 1 °K heating in SDDs

The VIP-2 Experiment
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1400 m rock  
coverage
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Symmetry 2022, 14(5), 893;
 https://doi.org/10.3390/sym14050893 

Description spectrum with current 

Description spectrum without current 

Likelihood

Bayesian Frequentist

Six months of data taking

https://doi.org/10.3390/sym14050893
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Symmetry 2022, 14(5), 893;
 https://doi.org/10.3390/sym14050893 

New article in preparation with all the available statistics!

Bayesian Frequentist

https://doi.org/10.3390/sym14050893
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VIP-2 experimental upgrade: VIP-3
- new vacuum chamber, increase the number of  

SDD detectors, increase the geometrical efficiency, 
higher current up to 400 A 

- New thermal contact between cold finger and SDDs 

- New target cooling system 

- Higher quantum efficiency needed for the SDDs at higher Z:  
use 1 mm thick SDDs, allowing to scan e.g. Ag, Sn and Pd

- 2x4 SDDs, 8x8 mm2 each, in 
production with FBK & politecnico 
di Milano


